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Join the beautiful Forgotten Pass trail (in green) on the rocky
hill behind Frenchies Cabin. The Forgotten Pass trail usually has water at the other
end of the trail near the trail register.

The Lonesome
Miner Trail was an effort of local
(Ridgecrest, CA) BLM employees and
volunteers in the 1990s to connect old mining trails.
It was named "Lonesome Miner" by volunteer Wendell
Moyer, who tragically died summiting summiting 22,500' Ojos
del Salado in Chile.
The LMT is listed as a 40-mile trail but this track is 30 miles.
Missing switchbacks? Thus, no mile markers!
This trail is EXTREMELY steep and DIFFICULT to hike and
navigate. Do your research, assess your fitness and ability honestly,
prepare well, and have backup plans before attempting the LMT.
The creator of these maps assumes no responsibility for your
decision to hike the trail, nor for your decisions or fate once
you are on the trail. These maps are provided in good
faith as a general indication of where you will find
existing trail in the Inyo Range.

The popular Snowflake Mine trail
affords you an exit or a loop hike. (estimated
placement)

NOT RELIABLE WATER.
Closest reliable water is the Owens River or springs in Pat
Keyes Canyon.

PAY CLOSE ATTENTION, trail is tricky to
follow here. West of here, the Pat Keyes trail is
over-cairned and easy to follow.

More reliable water here
where trail cuts through thicket in bottom of Pat
Keyes Canyon.

Trail obscured by rock
slide, follow ravine down and
cross to west

Trail tricky to follow here as it
slowly drops into canyon floor

Trail is
tricky to follow here; one
source says trail departs the
mine headed north up the
tailings.

Beveridge cabin

Keynot can be summited
from Beveridge Cabin, watch for use trail and a
bristlecone grove

A trail from the south
side of the Beveridge Cabin will take
you to these springs.

Very nice switchbacked trail departs behind
ruins at base of tram. Watch for cairns.

Bighorn Cabin. Please pack
out your trash and leave all relics as
you found them.

Frenchies
Cabin has a tasty
piped spring on its
north side. Take
good care of the
place and Leave
no Trace!

Trail is difficult to
follow here. Very steep area, so assume
switchbacks!

Hunter Canyon Trail - use
as exit or create a loop

There is a clearing cut into
the thicket where you can
access water, near ruin.

Good chance you will
find water here

The Hunter Canyon
trail is extremely steep, but there IS TRAIL the
entire way. Keep your eyes peeled. Well-known
viewpoint/ruins here.

